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Financial Predation

When distressed financial institutions are forced to liquidate their assets, financial predators
sell at the same time to initially take advantage of high prices.

Once liquidation is complete, predators buy back to take advantage of low prices.

“Large traders fear a forced liquidation, especially if their need to liquidate is known by other
traders.” (Brunnermeier and Pedersen 2005)
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Model Simulation

Prices are a linear function of these holdings. Important assumptions:

1. Illiquid markets: maximum α can be transacted per period

2. One predator
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Multiple Predators

With multiple predators, the predatory response is equally as predictable as the initial
distressed sale, which introduces additional predatory opportunities.

If the first predator acts naively and preys upon the distressed, there may be a second predator
who thinks one step ahead and preys upon the predictable buy-back of the initial predator.

If the first predator can foresee second-order predation, there is yet a better third-order
response, and so on.
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Level-k Traders

A level-k strategy is a best response to a level-(k − 1) strategy. Level-0 strategies are
uniformly distributed in [−αt, αt] =⇒ no trade in expectation.

Level-1 is “naive.” Level-2 buy back before level-1 and overbuy.
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Model

Three types of traders:

1. Passive Investors: yt = 1
λ(p0 − pt)

2. Distressed Investor : xDt = max{1− tα, 0}
3. Predators with holdings

∑N
i x it

Markets clear: yt +
∑N

i x it + xDt = St
(stochastic so prices are non-invertible)

Risk neutral predators minimize expenditure:

min
T∑
t=1

E0[pt(x
i
t − x it−1)] s.t. x iT ≥ 1, |x it − x it−1| ≤

α

N
∀t

(keeps distressed and active investor groups the same size)
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Nash Equilibrium

Result 1

The Nash equilibrium exists, is unique, and is symmetric.

Intuition: Traders realizing their own price impact makes the problem convex.

Result 2

Sophisticated (k →∞) traders never play Nash if N ≥ N or T ≥ T

Intuition: Deviations from equilibrium are made by all (N − 1) predators; predators can
minimize own price impact with large T

Result 3

At the Nash, all price overshooting (pt−1 > pt < pt+1) disappears as N →∞.

Intuition: Not helpful if iterative thinking never approaches this point.
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Non-Fundamental Volatility

What do sophisticated traders play? For some parameter values:

1. Periodic strategies: buy-sell, sell-buy, buy-sell, etc.

2. A mean-preserving spread of the Nash equilibrium
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Conclusion

The level-k concept was used to capture the idea of arbitraging arbitrageurs.

For some parameter values, predators “reason their way” to the Nash equilibrium.

In settings where predation was more fierce, a single shock to the financial market could send
arbitrageurs into an oscillatory trading frenzy.
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